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February 2022
Welcome to our quarterly publication for law firms, Premium Matters.
With April being the second most significant month for renewal of solicitors’ PII, we kick off
this edition with an infographic directing you to articles we have published to assist with
your renewal including; a discussion of the current market; issues on your underwriter’s
radar; and a checklist of points to consider before accepting your PII quotation.
We provide an overview of the SRA’s recent guidance for those advising on the acquisition
of leasehold property and highlight some important issues for those undertaking roles
outside the firm such as a school governor or charity trustee. And if you have ever
wondered what your broker and insurer mean when they refer to solicitors’ PII being written
on a “claims made” basis, we explain all in a helpful article from a colleague in our
solicitors’ claims team.
Our guest article comes courtesy of DAC Beachcroft who discuss a recent decision relating
to a claim arising out of a failed buyer-funded development - good news for the profession
and PII underwriters.
Last, but by no means least, we provide an important update about current difficulties for
law firms purchasing standalone cyber insurance. This includes some helpful information
outlining what you need to do to ensure you maximise the opportunity to secure renewal of
your cyber cover, or successfully purchase it for the first time.
At Howden we understand the importance of keeping law firms informed on the
issues relating to PII, risk and legal practice.
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